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The cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation is one of the fundamental 
observables of cosmology, ever since its serendipitous discovery in 1965 



The CMB is a blackbody radiation with T=2.7 K 
extremely uniform across the whole sky; it is the 
relic radiation emitted at the time the nuclei and 
electrons recombined to form neutral hydrogen, 
when the Universe was ~ 400,000 years old. 
 
Its tiny (~ 10-5) temperature and polarization 
anisotropies encode a wealth of cosmological 
information. 

Full sky temperature 
map from Planck 
(2013)!



Power spectrum of 
temperature 
fluctuations  from 
Planck (2013)!

If the fluctuations are gaussian, all the statistical 
information in the map is encoded in the two 
point correlation function or in its harmonic 
transform, the angular power spectrum: 
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Sources of uncertainty in CMB observations:!
!
-  Cosmic variance (i.e., sample variance due to the fact 

that we have only a single Universe to observe)!

-   Instrumental noise!

-   Instrumental systematics (calibration, optical response 
of the telescope, scanning strategy ….)!

-  Astrophysical foregrounds (synchrotron, dust, free-free 
….)!





Ground-based experiments!
Pros!
!
-  cheaper than space-based!

-  more freedom in experimental design!

-  can reach high raw sensitivity by deploying very large focal planes of 
thousands (or more) detectors!

-  shorter timescale!

Cons!

-  Limited by atmospheric emission and noise; needs to go to sites with 
excellent observing conditions (Antarctica,  Atacama desert) or above the 
atmosphere (balloon-borne experiments)!

-  Even there, the available windows are too few to allow foreground 
removal (you need at least as many maps as the components to separate)!

-  The presence of the sun (and of the moon) makes difficult to cover a 
large fraction of the sky.  Also, polarized diffraction from the ground.!



Space-based experiments!
!
Pros!
!
-  wide frequency coverage!

-  full sky coverage!

-  environmental stability!

Cons!

-  expensive!

-  more constraints on the experimental design!

-  longer time to develop!



Planck Surveyor
-  Third-generation ESA satellite dedicated to the CMB 
-  Two instruments, LFI (radiometers 30 - 70 GHz) and HFI 

(bolometers 100 – 867 Ghz)… 
-  … that observed the mw sky for ~ 29 (HFI) and 48 (LFI) 

months 
-  74 detectors 
-  angular resolution between 30’ and 5’, ΔT/T ~ 2 x 10-6 
-  first cosmological release in May 2013, using the “nominal 

mission” temperature data (15.5 months of observations) 
-  second cosmological release in late 2014: full mission 

temperature and polarization 
-  third and final release in 2015 





Planck’s operational timeline 







The temperature power spectrum measured by Planck is 
extremely consistent with the standard flat LCDM cosmology 
with a nearly scale-invariant spectrum of primordial adiabatic 
scalar fluctuations!



Small-scale experiments!
Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) South Pole Telescope (SPT) 

10-meter telescope 
960 TES bolometers @100, 150, 220 
GHz 
~ 2500 deg2 with 1’ resolution 
Observed from 2008 to 2011 
probes 600 < ell < 3000 

6-meter telescope 
~1000 TES bolometers @145, 215, 280 
GHz each 
~ 300x2 deg2 with 1.5’ resolution 
Observed from 2008 to 2010 
probes 600 < ell < 3000 



Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission
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Fig. 25. Measured angular power spectra of Planck, WMAP9, ACT, and SPT. The model plotted is Planck’s best-fit model including Planck
temperature, WMAP polarization, ACT, and SPT (the model is labelled [Planck+WP+HighL] in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013)). Error bars
include cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is `0.8.

than that measured using traditional techniques, though in agree-
ment with that determined by other CMB experiments (e.g.,
most notably from the recent WMAP9 analysis where Hinshaw
et al. 2012c find H0 = (69.7 ± 2.4) km s�1 Mpc�1 consis-
tent with the Planck value to within ⇠ 1�). Freedman et al.
(2012), as part of the Carnegie Hubble Program, use Spitzer
Space Telescope mid-infrared observations to recalibrate sec-
ondary distance methods used in the HST Key Project. These
authors find H0 = (74.3±1.5±2.1) km s�1 Mpc�1 where the first
error is statistical and the second systematic. A parallel e↵ort by
Riess et al. (2011) used the Hubble Space Telescope observa-
tions of Cepheid variables in the host galaxies of eight SNe Ia to
calibrate the supernova magnitude-redshift relation. Their ‘best
estimate’ of the Hubble constant, from fitting the calibrated SNe
magnitude-redshift relation is, H0 = (73.8 ± 2.4) km s�1 Mpc�1

where the error is 1� and includes known sources of systematic
errors. At face value, these measurements are discrepant with the
current Planck estimate at about the 2.5� level. This discrep-
ancy is discussed further in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013).

Extending the Hubble diagram to higher redshifts we note
that the best-fit⇤CDM model provides strong predictions for the
distance scale. This prediction can be compared to the measure-
ments provided by studies of Type Ia SNe and baryon acoustic
oscillations (BAO). Driven in large part by our preference for
a higher matter density we find mild tension with the (relative)
distance scale inferred from compilations of SNe (Conley et al.
2011; Suzuki et al. 2012). In contrast our results are in excellent

agreement with the BAO distance scale compiled in Anderson
et al. (2012).

The Planck data, in combination with polarization measured
by WMAP, high-` anisotropies from ACT and SPT and other,
lower redshift data sets, provides strong constraints on devia-
tions from the minimal model. The low redshift measurements
provided by the BAO allow us to break some degeneracies still
present in the Planck data and significantly tighten constraints on
cosmological parameters in these model extensions. The ACT
and SPT data help to fix our foreground model at high `. The
combination of these experiments provides our best constraints
on the standard 6-parameter model; values of some key parame-
ters in this model are summarized in Table 9.

From an analysis of an extensive grid of models, we find no
strong evidence to favour any extension to the base ⇤CDM cos-
mology, either from the CMB temperature power spectrum alone
or in combination with Planck lensing power spectrum and other
astrophysical datasets. For the wide range of extensions which
we have considered, the posteriors for extra parameters gener-
ally overlap the fiducial model within 1�. The measured values
of the ⇤CDM parameters are relatively robust to the inclusion
of di↵erent parameters, though a few do broaden significantly if
additional degeneracies are introduced. When the Planck likeli-
hood does provide marginal evidence for extensions to the base
⇤CDM model, this comes predominantly from a deficit of power
(compared to the base model) in the data at ` < 30.

The primordial power spectrum is well described by a
power-law over three decades in wave number, with no evidence

35

Excellent agreement between the TT spectra!



Parameter Value +/- 68% 
uncertainty 

Ωbh2# Baryon density  0.02207 +/- 0.00027 

Ωch2# DM density  0.1198 +/- 0.0026 

100θ# Acoustic scale at recombination  1.04132 +/- 0.00063 

τ# Optical depth to reionization  0.091 +/- 0.014 

ln(1010As) Amplitude of  scalar perturbations 3.090 +/- 0.025 

ns Spectral index of  scalar pertubations 0.9585 +/- 0.0070 

H0 Hubble constant 67.3 +/- 1.2 

ΩΛ# Dark energy density 0.685 +/- 0.017 

σ8# Variance of  density fluctuations at the 
8h-1 Mpc scale 0.828 +/- 0.012 

zre Reionization redshift 11.1+/- 1.1 

Base LCDM model (Planck + WP + HighEll)!



Further tests of the 
standard model 

•  Sum of neutrino masses: 
•  We know that neutrinos are massive (oscillations) 
•  Minimum possible sum mass is around 0.07 eV 
•  Planck: no detection, limit from all data is 0.23 eV 

•  Extra particles? Neff consistent with 3 neutrinos only,   Neff < 4 at 
95% 

•  Is  ‘Λ’ really a cosmological constant ? Consistent with p=-ρ 
•  Topology of the universe: limits close to horizon size 
•  decaying dark matter, varying constants: no detections 
•  tests of assumptions (isotropy, Gaussianity): strong limits, some 

anomalies 
•  Tensor fluctuations: r < 0.11 (from temperature, model dependent, no 

B mode polarization so far). 
•  Tests of initial conditions for perturbations: no surprises 
•  Further constraints on inflation (running spectra index, etc) … 



Parameter Value (95%) 
ΩK#  -0.0005±0.0066 
Σ mν (eV)#  <0.23 
Neff    3.30±0.54 
YP#    0.267±0.040 
dns/dlnk   -0.014±0.017 
r0.002  <0.11 
w   -1.13±0.24 

 EXTENDED ΛCDM MODELS (Planck
+BAO) 



Beyond temperature: the CMB polarization!

•  The CMB radiation is polarized with an amplitude of a few µK, 
due the local radiation quadrupole at last scattering!

•  Most of this polarization pattern is generated by density (scalar) 
perturbations at the time of last scattering….!
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where s are the Pauli matrices and circular polariza-i
tion is assumed absent.
If Thomson scattering is rapid, then the randomi-

zation of photon directions that results destroys any
quadrupole anisotropy and polarization. The problem
of understanding the polarization pattern of the CMB
thus reduces to understanding the quadrupolar tem-
perature fluctuations at last scattering.
Temperature perturbations have 3 geometrically

distinct sources: the scalar (compressional), vector
(vortical) and tensor (gravitational wave) perturba-
tions. Formally, they form the irreducible basis of the
symmetric metric tensor. We shall consider each of
these below and show that the scalar, vector, and
tensor quadrupole anisotropy correspond to m5
0,61,62 respectively. This leads to different pat-

Fig. 1. Thomson scattering of radiation with a quadrupole terns of polarization for the three sources as we shall
anisotropy generates linear polarization. Thick lines represent hot discuss in Section 3.and thin lines cold radiation.

2.2. Scalar perturbations
scattered radiation (see Fig. 1). A reversal in sign of

The most commonly considered and familiar typesthe temperature fluctuation corresponds to a 908
of perturbations are scalar modes. These modesrotation of the polarization, which reflects the spin-2
represent perturbations in the (energy) density of thenature of polarization.
cosmological fluid(s) at last scattering and are theIn terms of a multipole decomposition of the

m only fluctuations which can form structure thoughradiation field into spherical harmonics, Y (u,f), the,
gravitational instability.five quadrupole moments are represented by , 5 2,
Consider a single large-scale Fourier componentm5 0,61,62. The orthogonality of the spherical

of the fluctuation, i.e. for the photons, a single planeharmonics guarantees that no other moment can
wave in the temperature perturbation. Over time, thegenerate polarization from Thomson scattering. In
temperature and gravitational potential gradientsthese spherical coordinates, with the north pole at
cause a bulk flow, or dipole anisotropy, of theu 5 0, we call a N-S (E-W) polarization component
photons. Both effects can be described by intro-Q. 0 (Q, 0) and a NE-SW (NW-SE) component
ducing an ‘‘effective’’ temperatureU . 0 (U , 0). The polarization amplitude and angle

clockwise from north are (DT /T ) 5DT /T 1C , (4)eff
]]] 12 2 21 where C is the gravitational potential. Gradients in]P5 Q 1U , a 5 tan (U /Q) . (2)œ 2 the effective temperature always create flows from

Alternatively, the Stokes parameters Q and U repre- hot to cold effective temperature. Formally, both
sent the diagonal and off diagonal components of the pressure and gravity act as sources of the momentum
symmetric, traceless, 23 2 intensity matrix in the density of the fluid in a combination that is exactly

ˆ ˆpolarization plane spanned by (e , e ), the effective temperature for a relativistic fluid.u f

•  …. but a small part of it (peaking at 
~ degree scales) could have been be 
generated by primordial gravitational 
waves (tensor modes)!

•  Two polarization components: grad-
like, parity-even (“E modes”) and 
curl like, parity-odd (“B modes”)!

•  Scalar perturbations generate E 
polarization only, while tensor 
perturbations generate both B and E!

•  Spurious B-modes generated by gravitational lensing at small scales!



E-mode and B-mode

• Gravitational 
potential can 
generate the E-
mode polarization, 
but not B-modes. !

• Gravitational 
waves can 
generate both E- 
and B-modes!

B modeE mode



blackbody by approximately three inverse powers in frequency, allowing it to be removed through this dif-
fering frequency dependence. The WMAP data has provided a wealth of information concerning the degree
of polarization of this synchrotron emission, providing one of the inputs for the COrE polarization cleaning
forecasts. Nevertheless a more precise template will be needed, hence the presence of 45 GHz channel. At
low frequencies, there is also a free-free component, arising from bremsstrahlung of the hot HII regions,
tightly correlated with H↵ emission, which serves as a useful tracer. This emission however is not intrinsi-
cally polarized. At the low end of the spectrum, mostly below the frequency coverage of COrE, one also has
evidence for spinning dust emission. The details and degree of polarization of this emission are not presently
well understood.

TT,scalar

TE,EE scalar

BB EE, scalar lensed

BB, (T/S) = 10�1
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Figure 1: Inflationary prediction for the CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies for the scalar
and tensor modes. The horizontal axis indicates the multipole number ` and the vertical axis indicates `(` +
1)CAB

`

/(2⇡) in units of (µK)2, which is roughly equivalent to the derivative of the power spectrum with respect to
ln `. The green curves indicate the TT, TE, and EE power spectra (from top to bottom) generated by the scalar mode
assuming the parameters from the best-fit model from WMAP seven-year data (H0 = 71.4 km s�1 Mpc�1, ⌦

b

= 0.045,
⌦

cdm

= 0.220, ⌦⇤ = 0.73, ⌧ = 0.086, and n
s

= 0.969). The BB scalar component (indicated by the heavy red curve)
results from the gravitational lensing of the EE polarized CMB anisotropy at the last scattering surface z ⇡ 1100 by
structures situated mainly around redshift z ⇡ 2. The top three blue curves (from top to bottom on the left) indicate the
TT, TE, BB, and EE spectra resulting from the tensor mode assuming a scale-invariant (n

T

= 0) primordial spectrum
and a tensor-to-scalar ratio (T/S) of 0.1, and the solid black curves indicate the BB spectra for the descending values
of (T/S) = r = 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001. For the TE cross-correlations we have plotted the log of the absolute value,
hence the downward spikes which correspond to sign changes.

Above the so-called CMB channels, above around 250 GHz, a component of cold (T ⇡ 20K) dust starts
to become the dominant contribution to the anisotropies as one pushes into the exponentially falling Wien
regime of the CMB blackbody spectrum. The physics of the dust grains of the interstellar medium is com-
plex and only partially understood. Our understanding is summarized by empirical models of the grain
populations drawing from a variety of observational inputs (frequency dependence of reddening including
the presence of absorption features, polarization of starlight, infrared emission,...) as well as more physical
arguments (bottom-up modelling informed by cosmic element abundances). The infrared emission can be
described approximately with a blackbody at the dust temperature and an emissivity index in the neigh-
borhood of ↵ = 1.7. Presently the most widely used dust model has two dust components with separate
temperatures and emissivity indices.

All these emission processes (with the exception of free-free) are partially polarized. The degree of
polarization of the synchrotron emission is around 10% and that of the dust around 5–7% , although large
uncertainties persist. For the primordial component, polarization can heuristically be understood as a
measure of the CMB quadrupole moment as seen by a typical electron of last scattering, roughly proportional

2

Tensor modes are expected to be produced during inflation by the 
same mechanism of amplification of vacuum fluctuations that 
produces B-modes!

B-modes are a smoking gun for inflation!



CMP polarization with Planck 

l 

 
Polarization not delivered in 2013. 
Large angular scales need better 
cleaning. Small angular scale are 
already in good shape as shown. 
 
The red line is not a fit to the 
polarization data, but the predicted 
curve from the ΛCDM model 
assuming the temperature data! 



Polarization and hot spots 

Stack hot/cold spots in the CMB. See the TE correlation in real space! 
 
Remarkable proof of inflation: existence of super-horizon fluctuations 



– 102 –

Fig. 33.— The TE spectrum. The WMAP data points and error bars are in black. The red
theory curve is fit to the full WMAP data, including the TT angular power spectrum data.

Note that the vertical axis on these spectra is (l + 1)Cl/(2π) instead of l(l+ 1)Cl/(2π); this
vertical scale differs from that of the TT spectrum plot by a factor of l. The lowest l TE bin
where 2 ≤ l ≤ 7 has been adjusted using a pixel likelihood code.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

WMAP9 
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FIG. 13.— BICEP1’s EE and BB power spectra complement existing data from other CMB polarization experiments (Leitch et al. 2005; Montroy et al. 2006;
Sievers et al. 2007; Bischoff et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2009; QUIET Collaboration et al. 2011, 2012; Bennett et al. 2013). For visual clarity, we only display the
experiments where at least one of the EE bandpowers has a center value that is greater than twice the distance between the center value and the lower end of
the 68% confidence interval. Theoretical spectra from a ΛCDM model with r = 0.1 are shown for comparison; the BB curve is the sum of the inflationary and
gravitational lensing components. At degree angular scales, BICEP1’s constraints on BB are the most powerful to date.

set of analysis refinements discussed in §6.1. The change in
mapmaking pipeline, noise model, bandpower window func-
tion calculation, and deprojection each produce small shifts in
bandpowers and error bars as described above. But when we
apply all of these changes together to the original C10 data
set, the resulting r constraint derived using the same offset-
lognormal likelihood approximation as C10 is r < 0.71. In
other words, the net effect of these changes on the r upper
limit is close to zero for this dataset.
The relatively small decrease in the new upper limit is ex-

plained by two factors. First, the offset-lognormal likelihood
approximation used in C10 resulted in a negative bias on the
upper limit for those specific BB bandpowers (we find that the
r constraint derived from offset-lognormal bandpower likeli-
hoods is biased low for some cases and high for others). Ap-
plying the more accurate direct likelihood calculation to the
reanalyzed C10 dataset shifts the upper limit in this case from

r < 0.71 to r < 0.80. Second, upon including the new data
in this analysis the upper limit fluctuates somewhat high com-
pared to the average of simulations. With an r = 0 input model,
simulated datasets run through our final analysis yield upper
limits on r that decrease by a median of 0.27 when including
the additional data of the full three years (Figure 12). The cor-
responding decrease seen in the real data is only 0.10 (from
0.80 to 0.70). Although this decrease is smaller than average
it is not an unlikely result; 17% of the simulations saw even
less of a decrease, and in 7% of the simulations the upper limit
actually increases when adding the additional data.
Interesting constraints can be placed on cosmic birefrin-

gence from the BICEP1 TB and EB spectra, which are pre-
dicted to by zero by the ΛCDM model. This topic will be
explored in detail in Kaufman et al. (2013).
Measurement of CMB B-mode polarization remains

the most promising approach for testing the inflationary



Meet BICEP2
• Small (26 cm) refractive microwave 

telescope operating at South Pole, 
specifically designed to do B-mode 
science 

• Deep integration on low Galactic 
emission small patch (380 deg2 or 0.9% 
of the sky, 87 nK per 1 deg pixel in 
polarization) 

• Array of 512 TES Bolometers (one order 
of magnitude more than Planck) 

• Single frequency at 150 GHZ, operated 
from to 2010 to 2012. Predecessor 
BICEP1 (also 100 GHz), follower 
BICEP3. Keck array (5 x BICEP2, with 
also 100 and 220 GHz in operation 
within same facility from 2014.

!2
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FIG. 13.— Indirect constraints on r from CMB temperature spectrum mea-
surements relax in the context of various model extensions. Shown here is
one example, following Planck Collaboration XVI (2013) Figure 23, where
tensors and running of the scalar spectral index are added to the base ⇤CDM
model. The contours show the resulting 68% and 95% confidence regions
for r and the scalar spectral index ns when also allowing running. The red
contours are for the “Planck+WP+highL” data combination, which for this
model extension gives a 95% bound r < 0.26 (Planck Collaboration XVI
2013). The blue contours add the BICEP2 constraint on r shown in the center
panel of Figure 10. See the text for further details.

To fully exploit this unprecedented sensitivity we have ex-
panded our analysis pipeline in several ways. We have added
an additional filtering of the timestream using a template tem-
perature map (from Planck) to render the results insensitive to
temperature to polarization leakage caused by leading order
beam systematics. In addition we have implemented a map
purification step that eliminates ambiguous modes prior to B-
mode estimation. These deprojection and purification steps
are both straightforward extensions of the kinds of linear fil-
tering operations that are now common in CMB data analysis.

The power spectrum results are perfectly consistent with
lensed-⇤CDM with one striking exception: the detection of a
large excess in the BB spectrum in exactly the ` range where
an inflationary gravitational wave signal is expected to peak.
This excess represents a 5.2� excursion from the base lensed-
⇤CDM model. We have conducted a wide selection of jack-
knife tests which indicate that the B-mode signal is common
on the sky in all data subsets. These tests offer very strong
empirical evidence against a systematic origin for the signal.

In addition we have conducted extensive simulations using
high fidelity per channel beam maps. These confirm our un-
derstanding of the beam effects, and that after deprojection
of the two leading order modes, the residual is far below the
level of the signal which we observe.

Having demonstrated that the signal is real and “on the
sky” we proceeded to investigate if it may be due to fore-
ground contamination. Polarized synchrotron emission from
our galaxy is easily ruled out using low frequency polarized
maps from WMAP. For polarized dust emission public maps
are not yet available. We therefore investigate a range of mod-
els including new ones which use all of the information which
is currently available from Planck. These models all predict
auto spectrum power well below our observed level. In addi-
tion none of them show any significant cross correlation with
our maps.

Taking cross spectra against 100 GHz maps from BICEP1
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FIG. 14.— BICEP2 BB auto spectra and 95% upper limits from several
previous experiments (Leitch et al. 2005; Montroy et al. 2006; Sievers et al.
2007; Bischoff et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2009; QUIET Collaboration et al.
2011, 2012; Bennett et al. 2013; Barkats et al. 2014). The curves show the
theory expectations for r = 0.2 and lensed-⇤CDM.

we find significant correlation and set a constraint on the spec-
tral index of the signal consistent with CMB, and disfavoring
synchrotron and dust by 2.3� and 2.2� respectively. The fact
that the BICEP1 and Keck Array maps cross correlate is pow-
erful further evidence against systematics.

The simplest and most economical remaining interpretation
of the B-mode signal which we have detected is that it is due
to tensor modes — the IGW template is an excellent fit to
the observed excess. We therefore proceed to set a constraint
on the tensor-to-scalar ratio and find r = 0.20+0.07

-0.05 with r = 0
ruled out at a significance of 7.0�. Multiple lines of evidence
have been presented that foregrounds are a subdominant con-
tribution: i) direct projection of the best available foreground
models, ii) lack of strong cross correlation of those models
against the observed sky pattern (Figure 6), iii) the frequency
spectral index of the signal as constrained using BICEP1 data
at 100 GHz (Figure 8), and iv) the spatial and power spectral
form of the signal (Figures 3 and 10).

Subtracting the various dust models and re-deriving the r
constraint still results in high significance of detection. For
the model which is perhaps the most likely to be close to re-
ality (DDM2 cross) the maximum likelihood value shifts to
r = 0.16+0.06

-0.05 with r = 0 disfavored at 5.9�. These high val-
ues of r are in apparent tension with previous indirect limits
based on temperature measurements and we have discussed
some possible resolutions including modifications of the ini-
tial scalar perturbation spectrum such as running. However
we emphasize that we do not claim to know what the resolu-
tion is.

Figure 14 shows the BICEP2 results compared to previous
upper limits. The long search for tensor B-modes is appar-
ently over, and a new era of B-mode cosmology has begun.

BICEP2 was supported by the US National Science
Foundation under grants ANT-0742818 and ANT-1044978
(Caltech/Harvard) and ANT-0742592 and ANT-1110087
(Chicago/Minnesota). The development of antenna-coupled
detector technology was supported by the JPL Research and
Technology Development Fund and grants 06-ARPA206-
0040 and 10-SAT10-0017 from the NASA APRA and SAT

BICEP2 has detected a substantial B-mode excess at degree 
angular scales, where the inflationary signal is expected to peak!
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FIG. 10.— Left: The BICEP2 bandpowers plotted with the maximum likelihood lensed-⇤CDM+r = 0.20 model. The uncertainties are taken from that model
and hence include sample variance on the r contribution. Middle: The constraint on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r. The maximum likelihood and ±1� interval is
r = 0.20+0.07

-0.05, as indicated by the vertical lines. Right: Histograms of the maximum likelihood values of r derived from lensed-⇤CDM+noise simulations with
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FIG. 11.— Modified constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r when sub-
tracting each of the foreground models shown in Figure 6 from the BICEP2
BB bandpowers. The line styles and colors match Figure 6 with dashed for
auto spectra and solid for cross spectra. The probability that each of these
models reflects reality is hard to assess — see the text for discussion.

atic contamination, and shown that foreground is highly un-
likely to contribute a large fraction of our observed signal, we
must ask what extensions to the standard model might resolve
this situation.

One obvious modification is to allow the initial scalar per-
turbation spectrum to depart from the simple power law form
which is assumed in the base ⇤CDM model. A standard
way in which this is done is by introducing a “running” pa-
rameter dns/d lnk. In Planck Collaboration XVI (2013) the
constraint relaxes to r < 0.26 (95% confidence) when run-
ning is allowed with dns/d lnk = -0.022± 0.010 (68%) (for
the Planck+WP+highL data combination). In Figure 13 we
show the constraint contours when allowing running as taken
from Figure 23 of Planck Collaboration XVI (2013), and how
these change when the BICEP2 data are added. The red con-
tours on the plot are simply the Monte Carlo Markov Chains
(MCMC) (Gamerman & Lopes 2006; Lewis & Bridle 2002)
provided with the Planck data release37 (and are thus identical
to those shown in that Planck paper). We then apply impor-
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FIG. 12.— Joint constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and the lensing
scale factor AL using the BICEP2 BB bandpowers 1–5. One and two � con-
tours are shown. The horizontal dotted lines show the 1� constraint from
Planck Collaboration XVI (2013). The BICEP2 data are compatible with the
expected amplitude of the lensing B-mode which is detected at 2.7�.
tance sampling (Hastings 1970) to these chains using our r
likelihood as shown in Figure 10 to derive the blue contours.

The point of Figure 13 is not to endorse running as the cor-
rect explanation of the observed deficit of low ` T T power.
It is simply to illustrate one example of a simple model ex-
tension beyond standard ⇤CDM+tensors which can resolve
the apparent tension between previous T T measurements and
the direct evidence for tensors provided by our B-mode mea-
surements — probably there are others. Of course one might
also speculate that the tension could be reduced within the
standard ⇤CDM+tensors model, for example if ⌧ or other pa-
rameters were allowed to shift. We anticipate a broad range
of possibilities will be explored.

12. CONCLUSIONS

We have described the observations, data reduction, sim-
ulation and power spectrum analysis of all three seasons of
data taken by the BICEP2 experiment. The polarization maps
presented here are the deepest ever made at degree angular
scales having noise level of 87 nK-degrees in Q and U over
an effective area of 380 square degrees.
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The point of Figure 13 is not to endorse running as the cor-
rect explanation of the observed deficit of low ` T T power.
It is simply to illustrate one example of a simple model ex-
tension beyond standard ⇤CDM+tensors which can resolve
the apparent tension between previous T T measurements and
the direct evidence for tensors provided by our B-mode mea-
surements — probably there are others. Of course one might
also speculate that the tension could be reduced within the
standard ⇤CDM+tensors model, for example if ⌧ or other pa-
rameters were allowed to shift. We anticipate a broad range
of possibilities will be explored.

12. CONCLUSIONS

We have described the observations, data reduction, sim-
ulation and power spectrum analysis of all three seasons of
data taken by the BICEP2 experiment. The polarization maps
presented here are the deepest ever made at degree angular
scales having noise level of 87 nK-degrees in Q and U over
an effective area of 380 square degrees.
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r = 0.20 +/– 0.05!
Implies inflation @ ~ 2x1016 GeV!
r=0 ruled out at high significance!
Tension with Planck and other CMB (r < 0.11)? !



Different foreground modeling can 
bring r down to 0.16!
Also, the tension can be reconciled in 
extended models (all limits are model 
dependent)!
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likely to contribute a large fraction of our observed signal, we
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this situation.
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The point of Figure 13 is not to endorse running as the cor-
rect explanation of the observed deficit of low ` T T power.
It is simply to illustrate one example of a simple model ex-
tension beyond standard ⇤CDM+tensors which can resolve
the apparent tension between previous T T measurements and
the direct evidence for tensors provided by our B-mode mea-
surements — probably there are others. Of course one might
also speculate that the tension could be reduced within the
standard ⇤CDM+tensors model, for example if ⌧ or other pa-
rameters were allowed to shift. We anticipate a broad range
of possibilities will be explored.

12. CONCLUSIONS

We have described the observations, data reduction, sim-
ulation and power spectrum analysis of all three seasons of
data taken by the BICEP2 experiment. The polarization maps
presented here are the deepest ever made at degree angular
scales having noise level of 87 nK-degrees in Q and U over
an effective area of 380 square degrees.
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FIG. 6.— Polarized dust foreground projections for our field using vari-
ous models available in the literature, and two new ones formulated using
publically available information from Planck. Dashed lines show autospec-
tra of the models, while solid lines show cross spectra between the models
and the BICEP2 maps. The cross spectra are consistent with zero, and the
DDM2 auto spectrum (at least) is noise biased high (and is hence truncated
to `< 200). The BICEP2 auto spectrum from Figure 2 is also shown with the
lensed-⇤CDM+r = 0.2 spectrum.
stant emissivity value of 1.6 and a constant temperature of
19.6 K. In our field these values agree both with the mean val-
ues shown by the Planck Collaboration in dust polarization31,
and with the median values of the recently delivered Planck
dust model (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013a). A uniform
5% sky polarization fraction is assumed in agreement with the
first all-sky images of dust polarization shown by the Planck
Collaboration32. The polarization angles are taken from the
PSM.
DDM2: “Data Driven Model 2” (DDM2) constructed us-
ing all publicly available information from Planck. Uses the
same dust model temperature map as DDM1, with polariza-
tion fractions and angles matching those shown by the Planck
Collaboration32.

All of the the models except FDS make explicit predictions
of the actual polarized dust pattern in our field — presumably
with varying probabilities of success. We can therefore search
for a correlation between the models and our signal by taking
cross spectra against the BICEP2 maps. Figure 6 shows the
resulting BB auto and cross spectra — note that the autospec-
tra are all well below the level of our observed signal and that
the cross spectra are consistent with zero33. We also note that
the DDM2 model auto spectrum (which is the highest) con-
tains uncorrected noise bias from the polarization fraction and
angle maps (which is why this curve in Figure 6 is truncated
to `< 200).

9.2. Synchrotron
In our field and at angular scales of ` > 30 the WMAP K-

band (23 GHz) maps are noise dominated. Extrapolating them

31http://www.rssd.esa.int/SA/PLANCK/docs/eslab47/
Session09_Data_Processing/47ESLAB_April_04_10_30_
Aumont.pdf

32http://www.rssd.esa.int/SA/PLANCK/docs/eslab47/
Session07_Galactic_Science/47ESLAB_April_04_11_25_
Bernard.pdf

33 The cross spectra between each model and real data are consistent with
the cross spectra between that model and (uncorrelated) lensed-LCDM+noise
simulations.

to our observing frequency using a spectral index of � = -3.3
derived from WMAP foreground products results in an upper
limit to synchrotron contamination equivalent to r = 0.003.
Taking the cross spectrum against our observed map indicates
that the true value is lower.

9.3. Point Sources
Extragalactic point sources might also potentially be a con-

cern. Using the 143 GHz fluxes for the sources in our field
from the Planck catalog (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013b),
together with polarization information from ATCA (Massardi
et al. 2011) we find that the contribution to the BB spectrum is
equivalent to r ⇡ 0.001. This is consistent with the projections
of Battye et al. (2011).

10. CROSS SPECTRA

10.1. Cross Spectra with BICEP1
BICEP1 observed essentially the same field as BICEP2 from

2006 to 2008. While a very similar instrument in many ways
the focal plane technology of BICEP1 was entirely different,
employing horn fed PSBs read out via neutron transmutation-
doped (NTD) germanium thermistors (see T10 for details).
The high-impedance NTD devices and readouts have differ-
ent susceptibility to microphonic pickup and magnetic fields,
and the shielding of unwanted RFI/EMI was significantly dif-
ferent from that of BICEP2. The beam systematics were also
quite different with a more conservative edge taper and a more
complex pattern of observed pair centroid offsets. BICEP1
had detectors at both 100 and 150 GHz.

Figure 7 compares the BICEP2 EE and BB auto spectra
with cross spectra taken against the 100 and 150 GHz maps
from BICEP1. For EE the correlation is extremely strong,
which simply confirms that the mechanics of the process are
working as expected. For BB the signal-to-noise is of course
much lower, but there appear to be positive correlations. To
test the compatibility of the BB auto and cross spectra we
take the differences and compare to the differences of lensed-
⇤CDM+noise+r = 0.2 simulations (which share common in-
put skies)34. Using bandpowers 1–5 the �2 and � PTEs are
mid-range indicating that the spectra are compatible to within
the noise. (This is also true for EE.)

Calculating the BB �2 and � statistics against the lensed-
⇤CDM model the BICEP2⇥BICEP1150 spectrum has PTEs
of 0.37 and 0.05 respectively. However, BICEP2⇥BICEP1100
has PTEs of 0.005 and 0.001 corresponding to ⇡ 3� detec-
tion of power in the cross spectrum. While it may seem
surprising that one cross spectrum shows a stronger detec-
tion than the other, it turns out not to be unusual in lensed-
⇤CDM+noise+r = 0.2 simulations.

10.2. Spectral Index Constraint
We can use the BICEP2 auto and BICEP2⇥BICEP1100 spec-

tra shown in Figure 7 to constrain the frequency dependence
of the nominal signal. If the signal at 150 GHz were due to
synchrotron we would expect the frequency cross spectrum to
be much larger in amplitude than the BICEP2 auto spectrum.
Conversely if the 150 GHz power were due to polarized dust
emission we would not expect to see a significant correlation
with the 100 GHz sky pattern.

34For all spectral difference tests we compare against lensed-
⇤CDM+noise+r = 0.2 simulations as the cross terms between signal and
noise increase the variance even for perfectly common sky coverage.



Polarization sensitive updgrade to ACT!
!
~3000 TES detectors @90, 150 GHz. First 
light Jul 2013!
Observed four regions for a total ~ 
280deg2 for three months in 2013!
EE spectrum should be coming (very?) soon !

ACTPol!

Hannes Hubmayr

1 of 3 ACTPol focal planes

• Silicon platelets produce precision corrugated feedhorn array 
• High sensitivity and systematic error control 
• Dual polarization 
• In total ACTPol receiver contains 1,299 horns and 3,108 TES

Silicon feedhorn array Silicon detector array Single camera pixel

TES bolometer
Nibarger et al JLTP (2011) 
Grace et al JLTP (2013)



Detection of the lensing B-modes!

Polarization-sensitive upgrade to SPT!

- 1600 TES detectors @90, 150 GHz. First 
light Jan 2012!
-  observed 100deg2 field in 2012, 
observing 500deg2 in  2013-2015!
-  EE spectrum should be coming soon!

SPTPol!
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Fig. 12.— Binned CBB
` spectrum measured using data from all three patches (⇠ 30 deg2). A theoretical wmap-9 ⇤CDM high-resolution

CBB
` spectrum with ABB= 1 is shown. The uncertainty shown for the band powers is the diagonal of the band power covariance matrix,

including beam covariance.

TABLE 8
Reported Polarbear band powers and the diagonal

elements of their covariance matrix

Central ` ` (`+ 1)CBB
` /2⇡ [µK2] �{` (`+ 1)CBB

` /2⇡} [µK2]
700 0.093 0.056

1100 0.149 0.117
1500 �0.317 0.236
1900 0.487 0.482

trum; including statistical uncertainty and beam covari-
ance, this PTE is 42%. Table 8 enumerates the band
powers reported here.

We fit the band powers to a ⇤CDM cosmological
model with a single ABB amplitude parameter. We find
ABB = 1.12 ± 0.61(stat)+0.04

�0.10(sys) ± 0.07(multi), where
ABB = 1 is defined by the wmap-9 ⇤CDM spectrum.
To calculate the lower bound on the additive uncertain-
ties on this number, we linearly add, in each band, the
upper bound band powers of all the additive systematic
e↵ects discussed in Section 7, and the uncertainty in the
removal of E to B leakage. We then subtract this possi-
ble bias from the measured band powers, and calculate
ABB . This produces a lower ABB , and sets the lower
bound of the additive uncertainty. We then repeat the

process to measure the upper bound. The multiplicative
uncertainties are the quadrature sum of all the multi-
plicative uncertainties discussed in Section 7.

The measurement rejects the hypothesis of no C

BB
`

from lensing with a confidence of 97.5%. This is calcu-
lated using the bias-subtracted band powers described
above (the most conservative values to use for rejecting
this null hypothesis), and integrating the likelihood of
ABB> 0.

9. SUMMARY & DISCUSSION

We have reported a measurement of the CMB’s B-
mode angular power spectrum, C

BB
` , over the multipole

range 500 < ` < 2100. This measurement is enabled by
the unprecedented combination of high angular resolu-
tion (3.50) and low noise that characterizes the Polar-
bear CMB polarization observations.

To validate the Polarbear measurement of this faint
signal, we performed extensive tests for systematic er-
rors. We evaluated nine null tests and estimated twelve
sources of instrumental contamination using a detailed
instrument model, and found that all the systematic un-
certainties were small compared to the statistical uncer-
tainty in the measurement. To motivate comprehensive
evaluation of the data set and prevent observer bias in

POLARBEAR!
CMB polarization dedicated 
experiment in Atacama desert!
4m telescope!
~ 1200 TES detectors @ 150 GHz!
3.5’ resolution!
Targets both large and small scales!
Upgrade in 2014: 7588 detectors 
@90, 150 GHz!

Detection of the lensing B-modes!
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1. The Instrument

Photo credit: Asad Aboobaker

● Microwave experiment 
designed to measure the 
polarization of the CMB

● 150, 250, 410 GHz 
● 8' beam at all frequencies
● Observing the sky with ~1000 

detectors
● Polarimetry achieved through 

continuously rotating HWP and 
wire grid analyzer

● 11 days of data collected in a 
recent flight in Antarctica. 
Analysis in progress

EBEX!
Balloon-borne CMB polarization 
dedicated experiment!
~ 1000 TES detectors @ 150, 250, 
410 GHz!
8’ resolution!
Analysis of the data collected from 
the observation of ~6000 deg2 
during the first science flight is 
ongoing!



KECK ARRAY!

5 polarimeters, each very 
similar to BICEP2!
~ 2500 TES detectors @ 100, 
150 GHz!
Analysys is ongoing!



PLANCK!
is going to release polarization data (including maps at high 
frequencies, crucial for fg removal) with the second release, later 
this year!
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Cosmological*parameters*

! Expected reduction in error bars by factors of 2 or more  

Parameter 
 

2013 uncertainty 
(Planck+WP) 

Expected 2014 
(Planck T+P) 

Baryon density today Ωbh2  0.00028 0.00013 
Cold dark matter density today Ωch2 0.0027 0.0010 
Thomson scattering optical depth τ 0.013 0.0042 
Hubble constant [km/s/Mpc] H0 1.2 0.53 
Scalar spectrum power-law index nS  0.007  0.0031 

6-parameters model 

Parameter 2013 uncertainty 
(Planck+WP) 

Expected 2014 
(Planck T+P) 

Effective number of neutrino species Neff
  0.42 0.18 

Fraction of baryonic mass in helium Yp
 0.035 0.010 

Dark energy equation of state w 0.32 0.20 

Varying fine-structure constant α/α0 0.0043 0.0018 

Constraints on other parameters 



THE FUTURE!

-  Upgrades already planned for many of these experiments: 
SPT-3G (2016), ABS (operative), AdvACT (?), Simons Array 
(2018), EBEX6K (?)!

-  SPTPol,  ACTPol, EBEX, Keck Array results should come 
soon!

!
-  Spider will fly later this year!

-  Proposed space missions: CORE/PRISM (see white paper 
astro-ph/1306.2259), PIXIE, LITEBIRD!



SUMMARY!
•  Precision observations of the CMB are at the basis of our 

current understanding of the Universe!
•  The next Planck data release will yield the definitive 

characterization of the temperature anisotropies over a 
wide range of scales!

•  The future is called polarization.!
•  Several ground-based experiments are currently targeting 

the CMB polarization. Some of them are expected to 
release their results in next months. !

•  Planck polarization also is coming later this year.!
•  The BICEP2 detection is a breakthrough – but needs 

independent confirmation! !
•  The different experiments are complementary!
•  A polarization-dedicated space mission, in the long run, is 

necessary!



BACKUP SLIDES 
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Constraints on neutrino mass 
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Σmν < 0.93 eV (Planck+WP)!

Σmν < 0.66 eV (Planck+WP+highL)!

Σmν < 0.25 eV (Planck+WP+BAO)!

Σmν < 0.23 eV (Planck+WP+highL
! ! !+BAO)!

Σmν < 1.08 eV [Planck+WP+highL 
! ! !(AL)]!

Σmν < 0.85 eV (Planck+lensing
! !+WP+highL)!

(all limits are 95% CL)!
!
!

-  the posterior broadens when the lensing information is removed from the TT spectrum!
-  the constraint is also degraded when we add the information on the lensing spectrum 

itself (as estimated from the temperature trispectrum TTTT)!
-  this is because the 4-point function has a mild preference for larger masses wrt the 2-

point function!
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Probing Neff with CMB data 

(Planck+WP)!

(Planck+WP+ highL)!

(Planck+WP+lensing)!

(Planck+WP+highL+ 
lensing)!

(all limits are 95% CL)!

!

!

-  Neff = 0 is excluded at ~ 10 sigma!
-  both Neff = 3 and Neff = 4 are always within 2σ  !
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Main constraint on Inflation 
physics 



A. Lewis
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FIG. 4: Left panel: the red contours show the 68% and 95% CL allowed regions from the combination of CMB data, BOSS
DR11 BAO measurements and WiggleZ full shape power spectrum measurements in the (

P
m⌫ (eV), Ne↵) plane. The blue

contours depict the constraints after a prior on the Hubble constant from HST and the remaining BAO data are added in the
analysis. Right panel: as in the left panel but in the (

P
m⌫ (eV), me↵

s (eV)) plane.

FIG. 5: Left panel: Constraints in the Neff vs r plane from Planck+WP and Planck+WP+BICEP2 data. Notice how the
inclusion of the BICEP2 constraint shifts the contours towards Ne↵ > 3. Right panel: constraints on the ⌃m⌫ vs r plane from
Planck+WP and Planck+WP+BICEP2 data. In this case there is no indication for neutrino masses from the combination of
CMB data.

Planck+WP limit of r < 0.11 at 95% c.l. and the re-
cent BICEP2 result. This tension appears as less evident
when extra relativistic particles are included. We imag-
ine a further preference for N

e↵

> 3 if the HST data is
included. The BICEP2 result does not a↵ect the current

constraints on neutrino masses as we can see from the
right side of figure Fig. 5.

Additional relativistic 
species (Giusarma et al., 
2014)!

Running of the spectral 
index (BICEP2 paper)!
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The low-l anomaly 
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A simple amplitude test 

•  Rescale the power spectrum in 
amplitude: 

•  Find the best-fit A as a function of 
maximum multipole l.  

•  There is a 99% “anomaly” for lmax=30. 

•  The anomaly fades away at higher 
multipoles ! where theory and data 
agree remarkably well. 

   

C!(A) = A C!CDM
!

< 1 at more then two σ  



SFH$draw$500$samples$of$the$217x217$spectrum$from$the$CamSpec$covariance,$condi&oning(
on$the$observed$100x100,$143x143,$and$143x217$spectra,$assuming$no$beam$uncertainty.$$
They$then$compare$with$our$217$X$217$GHz$spectrum$(below);$they$also$replace$the$observed$
217x217$spectrum$in$the$likelihood$by$their$sampled$spectra$and$run$to$parameters$(next).$$$

Checking$consistency$by$SFH$$



The$parameter$shiM$is$larger$than$expected.$$
Fig$1$reproduced$below$shows$the$(Planck+$WP$Q$217x217)$best$fit$value,$surrounded$
by$contours$of$the$expected$difference$between$when$adding$the$217x217$samples.$
Our$actual$Planck+WP$values$is$the$black$point,$suggesUng$it$is$moving$by$more$than$
anUcipated$

Claim$1$
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Planck+WP$
parameter$
posteriors$$
@$68$&$95%$CL$

•  The$shiM$is$quite$small$as$compared$to$the$final$parameter$uncertainty$(green$bands)$
•  We$acknowledged$ourselves$the$effect$of$the$l~1800$bite$–$red$point$
•  SFH(agree(with(us(that(this(has(very(li7le(impact(on(cosmological(parameters(((

Planck+WP$with$
1800$bite$
marginalized$over$
$


